GIFFORD IL BARREL BASH OCT 29-NOV 1, 2020 GIFFORD, IL (GORDYVILLE USA ARENA)

ADDRESS Gordyville USA www.gordyvilleusa.com 2205 County Road 3000 N, Gifford, IL 61847

RV, STALLS, SHAVINGS, WARM UP SESSIONS, EXHIBITIONS AND ENTRY RESERVATIONS OPEN OCT 1. RESERVE THROUGH SGP EVENTS.NET ALL RESERVATIONS MUST BE PAID WHEN ENTRY IS MADE OR THEY WILL BE DELETED FROM THE SYSTEM. YOU WILL HAVE TO CREATE A USER LOGIN. YOU CAN PAY BY CREDIT CARD (3.95% FEE) OR CLICK THE "BANKING" TAB AND PAY BY ELECTRONIC CHECK BY PUTTING IN YOUR CHECK INFORMATION AND DRIVERS LIC TO PAY BY CHECK WITH NO EXTRA FEE. (STALLS NOT PRE-PAID AND PURCHASED ON SITE WILL HAVE AN ADDITIONAL $5 FEE) STALLS LIMITED SO PLEASE RESERVE EARLY!

LATE ENTRIES & DRAWS/STALL ASSIGNMENTS LATE ENTRIES WILL BE TAKEN ON SITE CASH/CC ONLY NO CHECKS (YOUTH/SR CLOSE WHEN FIRST HORSE RUNS), OPEN CLOSE TIME TBA AFTER WE KNOW HOW MANY PRE ENTRIES ARE IN EACH CLASS. Pre draw to be posted Tues before the event. Stalls assignments, RV assignments to be posted Wed before event Barrelbash.com RV limited (one price for entire weekend – open 12pm Thur - end of show Sun $80 Shavings $9/bag (stalls are on concrete shavings not included with stall price) Stalls $60/weekend (no camping fee unless using facility electrical spot) RV spots will be pre-assigned (reserved) 1x office fee $7/rider/day

THURSDAY (SETUP DAY)
12 NOON STALLS OPEN & SHAVINGS OFFICE OPEN (NO EXTRA FEE FOR EARLY ARRIVALS) do not arrive before 12 noon!
SHAVINGS OFFICE WILL CLOSE AT 9 PM SHOW OFFICE WILL not be OPEN ON THURSDAY MUST PRE PAY STALLS TO ARRIVE THURS
OPEN ARENA 6-9 PM (NO BARRELS) THIS WILL BE THE ONLY TIME THE ARENA IS "OPEN" FOR RIDING

FRIDAY
8:30 AM SHOW OFFICE OPEN
8:30, 9:00, 9:30 AM 30 MIN WARM UP SESSIONS (BARRELS SETUP) $10/RIDER (NO PONYING HORSES)
10:00 AM, 11:00 AM, 12 PM EXHIBITIONS (TIMED ON STAKES) $5 EA (LIMITED 50/HOUR) DRAG EVERY 25
12 PM FUTURITY HORSE EXHIBITIONS (FOR 2021 FUTURITY HORSES) 1X ONLY $10 EACH (WE WILL DRAW POSITIONS AND RUN THIS LIKE A "CLASS" DRAG EVERY 5. LIMIT ONE PER HORSE. (SIGN UP AND PAY AT THE SHOW)
2 PM YOUTH/SR 3D (FULL SEC SPLIT) $26 ENTRY FEE. YOUTH 19 & UNDER AS OF JAN 1, SR 50+ AS OF JAN 1. IF HORSE/RIDER ALSO ENTER THE OPEN SAT THEY MUST RUN WITH YOUTH/SR AND CARRY TO THE OPEN. NO OPTION TO RUN 2X.
4 PM (NOT BEFORE) OPEN 4D (1/2 SEC SPLIT) $1000 ADDED $41 ENTRY FEE
End of Open 4D deadline for 2020 contestants to pay their GLOW IN THE DARK SLOT RACE ENTRY

SATURDAY This year’s Halloween them is WITCHES
8 AM SHOW OFFICE OPEN
8 AM Entries open to “fill spots” in the Glow In The Dark Slot Race not paid by 2019 contestants.
9 AM AMERICAN QUALIFIER (must enter through BBR) Entries close Mon before. Note -- if you are entering the American Qualifier you will also be charged for the Sat Open Barrel Bash entry and office fee. Please do not enter that again. Your time will be automatically carried over to the Sat Open.
10 AM (NOT BEFORE) YOUTH/SR 3D (FULL SEC SPLIT) $25 ENTRY FEE. YOUTH 19 & UNDER AS OF JAN 1, SR 50+ AS OF JAN 1. IF HORSE/RIDER ALSO ENTER THE OPEN SAT THEY MUST RUN WITH YOUTH/SR AND CARRY TO THE OPEN. NO OPTION TO RUN 2X.
Following the youth/sr we will have trick or treating for the kids around the arena/vendor area! (Bring your candy to handout)
12 PM DEADLINE TO SIGN UP FOR HALLOWEEN STALL DECORATING CONTEST (THEME WITCHES)
12 PM (NOT BEFORE) OPEN 4D $2000 ADDED $61 ENTRY FEE (SIDEPOTS; FUTURITY $50, DERBY $50, ADULT RIDER $25, BBR XTRA $3000
added $50 entry for members only) Note – on the entry system AFTER you choose the Sat Open you will be able to OPT INTO sidepots after confirming your entry. This appears (below) on the list of rider’s entries. Sidepots may ALSO be added on at the show. FUTURE FORTUNES $10,000 ADDED NO ADDITIONAL ENTRY FEE REQUIRED.
All paperwork must be turned in at the show including owners w9, Future Fortunes entry form and a copy of registration papers. We do not have a copy machine; it is the rider’s responsibility to turn in a copy with entry in order to be eligible for the $10,000 FF Bonus. (EVERYONE WHO RUNS IN HALLOWEEN COSTUME GETS THEIR NAME IN DRAWING FOR $100 CASH)
FOLLOWING OPEN 4D OPEN 3D POLES $36 ENTRY FEE (FULL SEC SPLIT) RONA POLE BENDING CHALLENGE (THOSE CONTESTANTS THAT NOMINATED IN MAY FOR THE “RONA POLE BENDING CHALLENGE CAN USE THIS AS A QUALIFYING TIME (NO ADDITIONAL ENTRY FEE)
SAT NIGHT (TIME TBA) 2D GLOW IN THE DARK SLOT RACE $100 ENTRY FEE (ENTER ON SITE) 2019 CONTESTANTS HAVE FIRST CHANCE TO RENEW (2D FULL SEC SPLIT BUCKLES TO CHAMPIONS) Both horse & rider must have glow décor.

SUNDAY
8:00 AM SHOW OFFICE OPEN
9 AM YOUTH/SR 3D (FULL SEC SPLIT) $26 ENTRY FEE. YOUTH 19 & UNDER AS OF JAN 1, SR 50+ AS OF JAN 1. IF HORSE/RIDER ALSO ENTER THE OPEN SUN, THEY MUST RUN WITH YOUTH/SR AND CARRY TO THE OPEN. NO OPTION TO RUN 2X. (JR AMERICAN QUALIFIER will be run as a sidepot to this class) Enter Jr American through BBR
11 am (not before) OPEN 4D $2000 ADDED $61 ENTRY FEE

AWARDS: OPEN 1D-4D HI POINT BUCKLES (HORSE/RIDER MUST RUN ALL 3 DAYS) POINTS GIVEN THROUGH 20 PLACE EA DAY
DOC BEECH MEMORIAL SR BUCKLES 1D-3D (MUST RUN ALL 3 DAYS SR) GIVEN TO HI MONEY HORSE/RIDER 1D-3D SR YOUTH – DAILY AWARDS (NO AWARDS FOR OVERALL 3 DAYS)

VENDORS CONTACT SHOW MANAGER (DOUBLE B PRODUCTIONS, LLC) RENEA IN ADVANCE TO RESERVE SPACE 918-617-0660 BBBarrelbash@yahoo.com
NO REFUNDS FOR ANY REASON AFTER ENTRY DEADLINE. (SPOTS MAY BE SOLD UNTIL START OF SHOW Friday Only)! FOR COMPLETE RULES SEE WEBSITE.
REVIEW 8/27/2020 SHOW SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE OUT OF STATE HORSES MUST HAVE 30 DAY HEALTH, SOCIAL DISTANCING REQUIRED.
DOUBLE QUALIFIER FOR BONUS RACE WORLD FINALS (NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED), DOUBLE QUALIFIER FOR BBR WORLD FINALS & DOUBLE POINTS FOR MEMBERS.

RV, STALLS, SHAVINGS, WARM UP SESSIONS, EXHIBITIONS AND ENTRY RESERVATIONS OPEN OCT 1. RESERVE THROUGH SGP EVENTS.NET ALL RESERVATIONS MUST BE PAID WHEN ENTRY IS MADE OR THEY WILL BE DELETED FROM THE SYSTEM. YOU WILL HAVE TO CREATE A USER LOGIN. YOU CAN PAY BY CREDIT CARD (3.95% FEE) OR CLICK THE "BANKING" TAB AND PAY BY ELECTRONIC CHECK BY PUTTING IN YOUR CHECK INFORMATION AND DRIVERS LIC TO PAY BY CHECK WITH NO EXTRA FEE. (STALLS NOT PRE-PAID AND PURCHASED ON SITE WILL HAVE AN ADDITIONAL $5 FEE) STALLS LIMITED SO PLEASE RESERVE EARLY!